
Preventive therapy
or 

Treatment of latent TB



• Early evidence of efficacy: trials
• Adverse effects and adherence
• Population efficacy of screening and treatment
• Issues











How long to treat with INH?





TB rates decline in context of mass screening 
and treatment of latent TB treatment

George Comstock



So what is the issue?



Adherence
• Adherence ranges between 2—80%
• Causes of poor adherence
• SES, homelessness, stigma, fear of side effects, lack of HCP support



Hepatotoxicity

• 3 deaths in 1972 in PHS in PHS study in Baltimore = 55/100k
• In Union study in Eastern Europe = 14/100k with 5 X increase in 

hepatitis
• CDC study in US from 1970-1992: 60 deaths = 4.2/100k (7/100k in 

people completing treatment)
• Risk factors
• Female
• Black or Hispanic
• <35 years old







Acetylator status: unclear associations



INH and alcohol

• Alcohol
• Potentiates liver injury with INH uses
• Evokes and “intolerance” response similar to but by a different mechanism 

than disulfiram.



Target populations

• HHCs
• HIV infected patients
• Other high risk groups: homeless, imprisoned, RA patients on T-cell 

suppressing drugs, DM?

• Policy issue: do people need to be TST/IGRA  positive to be started? 



Risk of TB in HHCs

• Ranges from 1-5% per year after exposure depending on age and 
previous infection status.
• In our study, IPT reduced risk by 70% in all age groups. 
• Most often recommended for <5s, in some cases <15 or 19.



Why not treat all infected people?

• Impractical if 1/3 world infected
• As risk declines, trade-off with hepatotoxicity less favorable.
• Frequent false positives with TST (BCG, atypicals)
• Cost of IGRA, monitoring of treatment, etc. 



But many cases are under-reported. 

Drug induced liver injury network 
reports 60 cases between 20014 and 
2013, of whom 13 died or had liver 
transplant. Only one case had been 
counted by CDC. Many had not been 
stopped following existing ATS 
guidelines. 

Female pattern persist but not racial 
pattern.



HIV: Cochrane review

Conclusions
12 trials reviewed including 8578 people
In all comers, RR of TB = .68 

(so efficacy .32)
In TST+, RR = .38
In TST – RR = .89
Mortality benefit in TST+ and -



Possible issues

• TST unreliable in HIV
• Active TB difficult to diagnose in HIV so at risk for treating TB with one 

drug. Algorithms involve screening for active TB.
• Interactions with HIV drugs or other meds.
• Duration of treatment
• Population impact





Duration: Botswana experience

• 6 months IPT benefit lost 6-19 months after therapy
• 3 years IPT reduced TB incidence by 43% in all compared to 6 months.
• 74% efficacy in TST positive vis a vis TB
• 68% efficacy in mortality in TST positives

• Post-trial benefits



Continuous PT
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Resistance
• Does widespread use of single drug increase 

INH resistance?

• Depends on one’s definition of resistance. 
Neither Definition A or B is currently used. 





New regimens



Current promising regimens

• 4R
• Non-inferior
• Less toxicity than 6-9 months INH

• 3HP
• Non-inferior
• Weekly dosing
• Well tolerated in non-HIV
• May interact with dolutegravir
• High cost (45$ for rifapentine)

• 1HP
• Non-inferior
• Not yet published but presented at CROI
• Daily use for one month often preferable



Less promising regimens

• Adding FLQ 
• Study in liver transplant patients that compared INH to FLQ stopped due to 

high rates tenosynovitis in FLQ recipients.
• Two additional studies in MDR exposed people (Vietnam V-Quin) and South 

Africa TB-CHAMP) pending

• Adding PZA
• Unacceptable toxicity 



Will shorter regimens improve adherence?

SAT = self admin
ESAT = enhanced self admin
DOPT = directly observed



Big picture issues

• Why does IPT/ LTBI treatment have so little population benefit?
• Children and HIV infected least likely to transmit TB

• Trade-off for mass screening and treatment
• Should we screen for TB infection or treat all?
• Are risks unacceptable in people at low risk of TB progression?
• Will we increase drug resistance over time?



Route forward

• Who to target?
• Adverse events in low risk people
• MDA?
• What regimens
• Can new drugs be included?

• Duration of treatment
• Policies based on levels of TB burden


